
Design for Living Forum
Small, Sustainable Housing for Affordability and the Environment

Speaker Sally Wills is the director of Small Change Design and Construction P/L, based in 
Melbourne and has been involved in the building industry for the last 30 years. Sally is a registered 
domestic builder and is a qualified building designer. She is passionate about building design and 
construction with a particular interest in high quality small housing that is both affordable and 
sustainable. She has instigated lobbying the Victorian State Government to relax the rules for granny 
flats and is committed to finding ways to encourage construction of smaller sustainable homes.

Speaker Lou Sbalchiero is a founding member of Grace Burn Co Housing in Healesville. 
Lou, along with his partner and friends, have been embarking for the past 6 years in planning 
their co - housing project. It’s based on the principles of ageing in place, community and 
sustainability within an urban setting.  Building works are now underway and fingers crossed 
they aim to move in early 2018. Lou will reflect on the dreams, dilemmas and decisions faced to 
date with this exciting and small co housing project.

Booking enquiries:

Emerald Community House
emhouse@iinet.net.au
03 5968 3881

• What are some of the key issues we face in  
relation to housing in Australia?

• What can we, as a community, do to support flexible, 
creative approaches in solving the housing crisis?
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Kinglake Ranges Neighbourhood House 
krnh@kinglakeranges.com.au
03 5786 1301

View a digital presentation submitted by Big World Homes, a new sustainable and off-grid housing 
solution to provide safe, secure and well-designed housing for the millions of people globally who 
seek housing security. Each Big World Home is a modular portable flat-packed housing system made 
from structural-thermal-waterproof integrated panels. The digitally manufactured panels are made 
from low environmental impact materials to create an off-grid home made from a combination of 
digitally manufactured and off-the-shelf components. A Big World Home can be built by two people 
over a few days with on-line technical support and minimal tools.
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Saturday 25 March, 2017
10am - 2pm
Kinglake Ranges Neighbourhood House
6 McMahons Rd, Kinglake VIC 3763



Regulations
What are they and how can we make them more flexible?

Construction, Cost  
What individual and shared dwelling designs are available?  
What are the expenses for a small sustainable house or retrofitting  
an existing structure?

Culture/Perception/Security  
What are the fears or barriers around sustainable houses and shared 
community assets? How can we manage expenses and simplifying our 
lives using sustainable or shared resources in a community setting?

“Design for Living” is the second forum in a series of three focused on small, sustainable housing 
alternatives, affordability and the environment. The first forum held at Emerald Community House in 
2016, we explored tiny houses, off grid living and flexible creative approaches to housing design.

The forums are intended to generate positive action and outcomes.  
In this forum our panel speakers will discuss:

 
Website coming soon I Contact us: I 04283 43004
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